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Development of Benchmarks for Verification of Computer Programs
Used in Burnup Calculations of VVER Type Reactors

D.M. Babanakov, I.R. Suslov, O.G. Komlev

The aim of the work carried out was to generate a set of benchmarks for
verification of computer programs used in burnup calculations of VVER type reactors
based on a microscopic model of the isotope kinetics in the core. Four types of reactor
were considered: VVER-440 and VVER-1000 with uranium fuel as well as VVER-640
andVVER-1000 with MOX fuel, thus four benchmarks were generated. The input data for
calculations were taken from [1].

The microscopic model includes a system of burnup equations where microscopic
cross-sections and neutron flux are presented. The microscopic constants corresponding to
the reactors considered were calculated on the basis of assembly-averaged macro cross-
sections, nuclear densities, and reaction rates generated by the code WIMS. The
computations were performed for each fuel type with taking into account the real
geometry configuration o fWER assemblies (the cluster option of WIMS). The constants
were generated for cases of both fresh and burned fuel loads.

The spatial distribution of neutron flux entering into the burnup equations was
obtained as the solution of a 2D two-group diffusion equation. To provide reliable data for
the benchmarks, two computer programs based on fundamentally different numerical
methods were used to calculate this solution. The first of them named MAG [2] is based
on the standard mesh center finite-difference scheme. The other program named HEXZ
[3] is based on a nodal method using symmetry of the 3D hexagon with an analytical
representation of neutron flux over the node. The solutions obtained were in good
agreement, and it was concluded that the error resulting from approximation of the leakage
operator in the diffusion equation was small enough to provide the accuracy acceptable for
benchmark level data.

The bumup equations were solved by MAG and HEXZ using a standard Runge-
Kutta scheme for each spatial mesh with the neutron flux recalculated at intervals of five
Full Power Days.

The computation results presented in the benchmarks agree closely with the
experimental data published in [1]. Thus the benchmarks developed seem to be a solid
basis for verification of computer programs specialized in neutronics calculations of
VVER type reactors.
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